Hundreds of concurrent collisions per bunch crossing are expected at future hadron colliders. Precision timing calorimetry has been advocated as a way to mitigate the pileup effects and, thanks to their excellent time resolution, microchannel plates (MCPs) are good candidate detectors for this goal. We report on the response of MCPs, used as secondary emission detectors, to single relativistic particles and to electromagnetic showers. Several prototypes, with different geometries and characteristics, were exposed to particle beams at the 
Introduction
The projected beam intensity of future hadron colliders [1] [2] will result in several hundreds of concurrent collisions per bunch crossing, spread over a luminous region of a few centimeters along the beam axis and of about a few 100 ps in time. The scientific program at these colliders, which includes precision characterization of the Higgs boson, measurements of vector boson scattering, and searches for new heavy or exotic particles, will benefit greatly from the enormous dataset. However, particle reconstruction and correct assignment to primary interaction vertices at high vertex densities presents a formidable challenge to the detectors that must be overcome in order to harvest that benefit.
Time tagging of minimum ionizing particles (MIPs) and of neutral particles in the calorimeters with a resolution of a few 10 ps provides further discrimination of the interaction vertices in the same bunch crossing, beyond spatial tracking algorithms [3] .
Among other sensors that are being investigated for precision timing of charged tracks, microchannel plates (MCPs) [4] , renowned for their fast response, have been advocated as a candidate detector to time tag electromagnetic showers and MIPs and tested with moderate success [5] [6] [7] [8] . In a previous work [9] , we reported time resolutions of about 50 ps with cosmic muons and efficiencies of about 50% in the detection of single relativistic charged particles.
The detectors consisted in a stack of two MCP layers with the dual function of seeding the cascade process, via the secondary electrons extracted from the MCP surface by the incoming ionizing particle, and of providing signal amplification. Similar studies [10] [11] [12] reported results comparable to ours for MIPs and virtually full efficiency in the detection of electromagnetic showers, at shower depths where the track multiplicity is high, with time resolutions at the level of a few tens of ps. In this paper, we further characterize the re-sponse of MCPs in the direct detection of ionizing particles, hereafter referred to as 'ionization-MCPs' or shortly 'i-MCPs'. The potential advantage of i-MCPs consists in the elimination of the photocathode, resulting in a easier and more robust construction and in a potentially larger radiation tolerance. We report on the dependence of the i-MCP performance on the stack geometry (number of layers or aspect ratio) and the use of MCP with high emissivity layers is also investigated. Several different prototypes of i-MCP detectors were exposed to charged particles beams. After the description of the detectors and of the measurement setup (Sec. 2 and Sec. 3) we present results in terms of efficiency and time resolution in response to single particles (Sec. 4). We report also about the behaviour of i-MCP prototypes in response to electromagnetic showers at different depths (Sec. 5). Due to their excellent time response, indeed, a layer of MCPs embedded in a calorimeter or in a preshower could be exploited to provide a precise time response for photons.
Detectors description and operation
The usage of MCPs as secondary electron emitters is investigated using either sealed MCP devices developed at BINP (Novosibirsk) in collaboration with the Ekran FEP manufacturer [13] or layers by the Photonis and Incom manufacturers mounted inside a vacuum chamber (with pressure kept below
10
−5 mbar using a turbo molecular pump). The detectors are operated in 'i-MCP mode', therefore when a photocathode is present a retarding bias is applied to the gap between the photocathode itself and the MCP, as opposed to the standard 'PMT-MCP' mode. This prevents photoelectrons emitted from the photocathode from reaching the MCP surface and triggering an avalanche.
In this configuration, the response of the detector is uniquely determined by the secondary emission of electrons from the MCP layers which are crossed by ionizing particles.
Devices are built with two, three or four layers of lead glass MCPs, except for one prototype made of borosilicate glass coated with emissive and resistive layers. The channel diameter varies in the range from 3.5 µm to 25 µm, and its ratio to the layer thickness (aspect ratio) ranges from 1:40 to 1:90 depending on the prototype. The channels have a bias angle to the photodetector axis of a few degrees. Two different electrical configurations are tested, which are sketched in Fig. 1 . In the first one, same as in [9] , a voltage divider is used to provide about 90% of the voltage drop through the entire MCP stack (2 or 3 layers). The layers carry out the dual function of seeding the cascade process, via secondary electrons extracted from the MCP, and providing signal amplification. In the second configuration the MCP layers are separated by the presence of electrodes, dividing a stage where the emission happens with large probability from the amplification stage. More details on this approach will be given in the following.
The specifications of the detectors are detailed in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 for the two configurations. The prototypes which are mounted inside a vacuum chamber (VC) have slightly less than one radiation length of material in front due to the steel flange closing the chamber.
Experimental setup
The i-MCP detectors were exposed to particle beams, in order to characterize their response to single particles and electromagnetic showers in terms of detection efficiency and time resolution. extracted from the interpolated waveforms via a constant fraction discriminator (CFD), corresponding to the time when the amplitude is half of its maximum.
Response to single charged particles
To 
Efficiency of single-stage MCP stacks
The efficiency of each MCP is defined as the fraction of events with a signal above threshold with respect to the total number of single electron events, selected as discussed in the previous section. The threshold is defined as 5 times the noise of the detector, which is measured in pedestal runs or in events without electrons impacting on the scintillator. The efficiency of some prototypes exposed to the H4 beam and operated in i-MCP mode is shown in Fig. 5 on the left as a function of the MCP-stack bias. For a comparison, the efficiency of one of them operated in PMT-MCP mode is also shown. In PMT-MCP mode the photoelectrons are extracted from the photocathode and amplified above the detection threshold by the MCP. As it was found in [9] , a 100% efficiency is obtained at plateau, where the MCP gain is high enough to supply single photoelectron detection. In i-MCP mode, the MCP layers have the dual function of initiating the cascade process and providing signal amplification. Different channel lengths are involved in the amplification process, depending on where the secondary electron is emitted, and inefficiencies may arise either because of lack of secondary emission or because of insufficient amplification in the cascade following the secondary emission. A model was developed in our earlier work [9] in which the detection efficiency is parameterized The prototype with two layers (40×2 ) reaches a maximum efficiency of about 50% for single electrons, confirming the results in [9] . Adding a third layer (40×3 ) the efficiency raises up to about 70%, since the number of channel interfaces crossed by the particle is increased. As suggested in [9] , and demonstrated in Fig. 5 , the detection efficiency increases with the number of layers.
However, even with three layers the curve is not at plateau, suggesting that the efficiency gain is too slow. computed using the data collected at the T9 beam area, where one of the i-MCPs was exposed to a mixed beam of electrons and pions. The electron and pion components were separated with a Cherenkov detector and the efficiency in response to each component was computed. The i-MCP efficiency in response to electrons is larger than to pions, which means that also electrons produced in the primary electron cascade may generate a signal. Describing the i-MCP response with a binomial per-event probability
where ε 1 is the efficiency to single particles and n is the multiplicity of electrons per electron crossing the MCP, we find an average n of about 1. ). An efficiency larger than 90% is reached in the configuration 90×2+40×2, which is almost 20% larger than with small aspect ratio, e.g.
40×2+40×2.
In the other two chambers the amplification region consists of one layer with aspect ratio 40:1 (40×1 ). Also in this case, the efficiency increases by 20% adding an extra layer in the emission stage (80×2+40×1 with respect to 80×1+40×1 ). In summary, the efficiency can be increased either building chambers with thicker layers or adding extra layers. Since the prototypes 40×3, discussed in Section 4.1, and 80×1+40×1 reach similar efficiencies,
the relevant factor appears to be only the total thickness, independently of the number of layers which are employed. Finally, the prototypes 90×2+40×2 and 80×2+40×1 reach the same plateau efficiency, while the efficiency at low bias voltage is larger for the stack with an additional amplification layer. This sug-
gests that the addition of extra layers in the amplification stage gives only a small contribution to the total efficiency if the efficiency of the emission stage is large enough.
The efficiency as a function of the emission stage bias (HV) for multi-stage i-MCPs is parameterized in Fig. 6 as
P amp is the contribution of the amplification layer only, which may have an efficiency larger than zero even when no electron is generated in the emission layers and which does not depend on the voltage of the emission stage. P amp is compatible with zero for the devices where the amplification stage is made of a single layer MCP, and it is slightly above 20% for the devices with double layer amplification stage. P em may be parameterized as in Eq. 1. This model well describes the data as a function of the voltage of the emission stage, which suggests that the parameterization in Eq. 1 works well for every single stage i-MCP detector.
Time resolution
The time resolution of i-MCP detectors exposed to a single particle beam It is found to be 17±2 ps. 
from which the noise component a and the constant term b of the resolution are extracted. The parameter b determines the best resolution which can be achieved and it mainly depends on the transit time spread, i.e. the time difference due to the different paths followed by the electrons in reaching the anode.
Other sources can also contribute, like imperfections in the time reconstruction or in the non-linearity corrections. In Fig. 8 data are compared to a toy simulation which is based on a pulse shape template built from data. Uncorrelated Only a small dependence of the time resolution on the number of layers and their aspect ratio is observed. The data collected do not allow a systematic study of the time resolution dependence on the channel diameter and layer thickness.
Response to electromagnetic showers
To characterize the i-MCP response to electromagnetic showers, data were acquired with a set of absorbers of variable thickness and up to almost 5 radiation lengths X 0 in front of the detector. The tests were performed at the CERN H4 Area.
The evolution of the efficiency to detect 20 GeV electrons is shown in Fig. 9 on the left for a 3 layers i-MCP as a function of the absorber thickness in units of X 0 . The efficiency definition is the same as in Sec. 4. The device was operated at the maximum voltage used in the bias voltage scan performed in the single particle setup, corresponding to the highest detection efficiency in that configuration. The efficiency increases with the thickness of the absorber, reaching 95% after 1X 0 and close to 100% after 2X 0 . These results, which confirm the indications in [9] , are promising in view of the usage of the i-MCP detectors in calorimeters at hadron colliders.
The time resolution in response to electromagnetic showers initiated by Fig. 9 refers to a different detector with respect to the one used as an example in the previous section, with a larger noise but comparable constant term. This explains why the time resolution at 0X 0 is worse than in Fig. 8 when averaging over all the signal amplitudes. The time resolution improves as expected with the absorber thickness, because the MCP layers are crossed by a larger multiplicity of particles. An inclusive time resolution of about 20 ps is reached after 5X 0 .
Summary and outlook
We report on the response of microchannel plates to single relativistic particles and to electromagnetic showers. Several prototypes of MCPs used as secondary emission detectors were exposed to particle beams at the at high luminosity colliders.
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